Spectral Technical Advisor

A leading management consulting firm is immediately seeking a **Spectral Technical Advisor** for a Career Opportunity in Norfolk, VA. If qualified and interested, please contact Jennifer Schein at 404-717-7871.

Job Description:

Develop, process, and evaluate Hyperspectral (HSI) and Multispectral (MSI) Imagery requirements in the application of remote sensing technology to solve Military and intelligence problems. Provide analysis and assessment of data, technical collection efforts, and tactics, techniques, and procedures which support a multi-agency, customer-driven environment. Provide project management of initial Spectral exploitation program for a DoD Headquarters organization and ensure standardization of Spectral training program and generation of expertise across four geographically separate units. Work independently and in a team environment. This position is located in Norfolk, VA.

Basic Qualifications:

- 6+ years of experience with Hyperspectral and Multispectral Imagery exploitation, analysis, or processing
- Experience as an imagery scientist
- Experience with Military intelligence
- Experience with ENVI, SOCET GXP, and GeoReplay
- Active TS/SCI clearance
- AA or AS degree
- Successful completion of NGA Multi-Spectral Classification course

Additional Qualifications:

- Possession of excellent oral and written communication skills
- Possession of excellent technical writing and briefing skills
- BS degree in a Science, Engineering, or a technical field preferred

If qualified and interested, please contact Jennifer Schein at 404-717-7871.